CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)  
(Ref. PSM 7151.4)  
Tract or Survey No.  
Cot. 
No  
R.D. Hebo County TILIA  
N.E. Siuslaw State OR.  
Merid. Will.  
CORNER DIAGRAM  
16 15  
DESCRIBE CORNER MONUMENT FOUND:  
GLG 1882 USED 10'' FIR FOR CORNER AND MARKED;  
16'' FIR, S. 60°E, 13 LKS.  
14'' FIR, N. 44°W, 17 LKS.  

DESCRIBE BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND:  
FOUND 1 1/2'' GALV. PIPE FLUSH WITH GROUND; ALONGSIDE  
IS 5 X 5 X 24 LEANING EAST TO THE SOUTH  
SIDE.  
FOUND 14'' SPRUCE, S. 44°W, 21 1/2 FT. WITH HEADED WITNESS  
FACE. A TAG IS ATTACHED MARKED, 3/4 CORNER 14/15.  

DESCRIBE CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER:  
SET BY PROPORTIONATE MEASURE FROM N-S TRANSIT  
+ TAPE. J.L. CARLICH #287 K. BELL 11-21-56.  
FOUND 11'' HEMI., N. 4°E, 15 FT. WITH Scribing Visible  
IN PARTIALLY HEADED FACE. PUT BT SIGNS ON WITNESSES  

Reed. Wallace  
3-12-71  

REWITNESS  
I SET 2'' IRON PIPE WITH 3'' BRASS CAP IN 10'' TIE AND  
CEMENT AT POSITION OF FD 1/2'' I.P.  
114° 86' R.  
86' Flat Section. EAST 75'  
NEW ACCESSORY:  
FD 10'' ALDER  
N 45° E 60'  

1976 COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ON THE  
EAST SIDE OF AN OLD CAT ROAD 1 1/2 EAST OF AN OLD  
N-S FENCE AND 200 SOUTH OF THE HOUSE AT THE  
TOP OF THE HILL. INFO FOR BTs ON BACK 9-15-76  
IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCDONNELL GALE ARTHUR  

DATE: 12-17-76  
PHOTO: REC  
LITTWINOK COMMUNITY WELFARE TITLE.